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Abstract— As the demand for energy increases and with the extinction of non-renewable energy resources, utilization of 
renewable energy resources have been trending all over the globe. Different types of renewable energy sources contributing 
to current energy demand consist of water, wind, solar energy and biomass. To generate maximum energy from these 
resources, hybrid mechanism is being implemented. In this paper, an attempt is made to achieve maximum utilization of the 
available resources. This is done by adding features such as solar tracking mechanism and system monitoring using wireless 
communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Energy has become basic necessity. With the 
depletion of non-renewable energy sources, there is 
an increase in demand for clean and renewable 
energy. Clean energy not only is eco-friendly but also 
economic-friendly. The use of clean energy sources 
will definitely improve the economic growth of a 
country. Different types of renewable energy sources 
contribute to current energy demand. This consists of 
water, wind, solar energy and biomass. Major 
drawbacks suffered by hydroelectric power plants are 
the cost to build the plant and the operating lifespan 
of the plant should be long, to make it profitable. 
Also the creation of dams may lead to flooding of 
lands causing environmental destruction. Solar 
energy can only be extracted from solar thermal 
collectors in the presence of sunlight. Due to this 
condition solar energy set up becomes impractical 
when there is little sunlight or heavy rainfall. Wind 
energy is nonpolluting in nature, provides greater 
efficiency and has a comparatively low operating 
cost. By using hybrid energy systems, these 
drawbacks can be overcome to a certain extent. In 
this paper, we have developed a solar-wind hybrid 
system.  
 
II. SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY 
 
Solar energy is radiant light and heat from the sun 
harnessed using a range of ever-evolving 
technologies.   
 
Sunlight is converted into electricity with the help of 
photovoltaic effect (creation of voltage or electric 
current in a material upon exposure to light). 
Photovoltaic is the direct conversion of light into 
electricity at atomic level. Some materials exhibit 
photoelectric effect that causes them to absorb 
photons of light and release electrons. Flow of these 
free electrons result in generation of electric current.  

 
Solar cell is one such device which uses photovoltaic 
effect to generate electricity. 
Wind is a form of solar energy and is a result of the 
uneven heating of the atmosphere by the sun, the 
irregularities of the earth's surface, and the rotation of 
the earth. Wind power is extracted from air 
flow using wind turbines or sails to produce 
mechanical or electrical power. Wind power is widely 
distributed, clean and produces no greenhouse 
gas emissions during operation. 
 
III. SOLAR TRACKING  
 
Sunlight has two components, the "direct beam" that 
carries about 90% of the solar energy, and the 
"diffuse sunlight" that carries the remainder - the 
diffuse portion is the blue sky on a clear day and 
increases proportionately on cloudy days. As the 
majority of the energy is in the direct beam, 
maximizing collection requires the sun to be visible 
to the panels as long as possible. The energy 
contributed by the direct beam drops off with 
the cosine of the angle between the incoming light 
and the panel.  
 
A solar tracker is a device that orients a payload 
toward the sun. Tracking mechanism can be classified 
into single axis tracking and dual axis tracking.  
Single axis trackers have one degree of freedom that 
acts as an axis of rotation. The axis of rotation of 
single axis trackers is typically aligned along a true 
North meridian. It is possible to align them in any 
cardinal direction with advanced tracking algorithms.  
Dual axis trackers have two degrees of freedom that 
act as axes of rotation. These axes are typically 
normal to one another. The axis that is fixed with 
respect to the ground can be considered a primary 
axis. The axis that is referenced to the primary axis 
can be considered a secondary axis.   
The selection of tracker type depends on factors such 
as installation size, electric rates, government 
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incentives, land constraints, latitude, and local 
weather. 
 
Horizontal single axis trackers are used for large 
distributed generation projects and utility scale 
projects. Horizontal single axis trackers also add a 
substantial amount of productivity during the spring 
and summer seasons when the sun is high in the sky. 
The inherent robustness of their supporting structure 
and the simplicity of the mechanism results in high 
reliability which keeps maintenance costs low.  
 
Vertical axis tracker with fixed or (seasonally) 
adjustable angles are suitable for high latitudes, 
where the apparent solar path is not high, but which 
leads to long days in summer, with the sun travelling 
through a long arc. 
 
Dual axis trackers are typically used in smaller 
residential installations and locations with very high 
government feed in tariffs. 
 
The driver used for tracking mechanism is classified 
as active trackers and passive trackers. 
 
Active trackers use motors and gear trains to direct 
the tracker as commanded by a controller responding 
to the solar direction. Motors consume energy, so it is 
used only when necessary. Instead of a continuous 
motion, it is moved in discrete steps.  
 
Passive trackers  uses low boiling point compressed 
gas fluid that is driven to one side or the other (by 
solar heat creating gas pressure) to cause the tracker 
to move in response to an imbalance. As this is a non-
precision orientation it is unsuitable for certain types 
of concentrating photovoltaic collectors but works 
fine for common PV panel types. newly emerging 
type of passive tracker for photovoltaic solar panels 
uses a hologram behind stripes of photovoltaic cells 
so that sunlight passes through the transparent part of 
the module and reflects on the hologram. This allows 
sunlight to hit the cell from behind, thereby 
increasing the module's efficiency. Also, the panel 
does not have to move since the hologram always 
reflects sunlight from the correct angle towards the 
cells. 
 
IV. PROPOSED HYBRID SYSTEM 
 
The proposed system combines solar and wind 
energy. Power generated by these resources are 
combined and used for various purposes. 
Auto-beam tracking is implemented to obtain 
maximum power from sunlight. Tracking is done to 
locate the direct beam of sunlight (which posses 90% 
of energy). For this purpose, LDRs are used as 
potentiometers. Common input voltage, say +5V are 
given as input to all the three potential divider 
circuits.  

Resistance R1 is common. Sensitivity of LDR is 
based on the value of this resistance.  
 

 
Fig1: Voltage divider circuit for auto-beam tracking 

 
According to the working of voltage divider circuit, 
when the value of R2 is negligible compared to R1, 
Vout almost drops to 0V. Here, LDRs act as R2 
resistance of the divider circuit. 
 
When light falls on a particular LDR, the resistance 
drops and output of that particular circuit drops (logic 
0).  Outputs Vo1, Vo2 and Vo3 are give to 
microcontroller pins P1.0, P1.1 and P1.2 respectively. 
When input signal at pin P1.0 is low and signals at 
other two pins are high, the panel is rotated towards 
right. Rotation of panel continues till the signal 
received at pin 1.1 is also low. Signal at P1.1 is a 
reference signal. When input signal to this pin is low, 
it indicates that direct beam of sunlight is normal to 
the panel and the rotation process is put on halt. 
Similarly, when input signal at pin P1.2 is low and 
signals at other two pins are high, the panel is rotated 
towards left until P1.1 also receives low signal. 
Rotation of panel is done by using DC motor.   
 

 
Fig2: Driver L293D for rotation of motor 
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DC motor is driven with the help L293D chip. The 
driver circuit is controlled by microcontroller via 
port2, which acts as an output port.  
 
L293D uses active high enable. Depending on the 
signals obtained by P1.0, P1.1 and P1.2, the motor is 
rotated accordingly. When I/p1 = Logic 
1 and I/pt2 = Logic 0, motor rotates clockwise 
(towards right). When I/p1 = Logic 
0 and I/p2 = Logic 1, motor rotates anticlockwise 
(towards left). Signals at pins P1.0, P1.1 and P1.2 are 
checked at regular time interval, say 100ms. 

 
Wind turbine generates AC power. This AC power 
generated by wind turbine is converted to DC power 
by use of AC-to-DC converter, also known as 
rectifier.  
 
Solar panel generates DC power. However, the output 
of these sources cannot be fed to the load directly. 
This is because the voltage fluctuations are so large 
that they will damage the concerned load. Therefore, 
the output is conditioned with the help of DC-to-DC 
converters.  
 
This conditioned output is used to charge the battery 
bank (DC power storage). An inverter is used to 
convert DC power to AC power, which is used to run 
the required load (AC load).Whereas DC load can use 
the power from battery directly. 
 
 

 
Fig3: Rectification of wind turbine output 

 
System monitoring is done using RF communication. 
Data transmitted through a wireless module operating 
at 2.4GHz (CC2500). The information communicated 
includes voltage generated by solar panel, voltage 
generated by wind turbine and summed up voltage 
given to positive terminal of battery for charging. 
These values are digitized using an ADC based on 
I²C protocol.  

 
Fig4: System block diagram 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 
Voltages produced by solar panel were checked for 
both static solar panel and a panel with the tracking 
feature. It was observed that the mechanism of auto-
beam tracking could increase the power generation. 
This can be observed from Table I and II. Fig5 shows 
graphical representation of these readings. 
 

Table I: Voltage readings with and without 
tracking till noon. 

 
 

Table II: Voltage readings with and without 
tracking after noon. 
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Fig5: Graphical representation of variation in voltage 
produced throughout day with and without tracking. 

 
Table III and IV indicates the variation of power 
generated by wind turbine with respect to number of 
blades and size of blades respectively. It was 
observed that power generated increases with 
increase in number of blades. However, as number of 
blades increase, it becomes difficult for the gearbox 
and generator to hold on to the weight. Therefore, 3 
blade turbines are widely used. As the blade size 
increases, power generated increases. For narrower 
blades, the surface area is less which results in low 
power generation. Thus, medium sized or longer 
blades are preferred.   
  

Table III: Effect of number of blades on power 
generated 

 

 
(Note: The resistive load used was of 10 ohms and size of blades 
used was 13 cm*2 cm). 
 
Table IV: Effect of blade size on power generated 

 
(Note: The resistive load used was of 10 ohms) 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Tracking mechanism increases power generation 
nearly by 15%. Power generated by wind turbine 
depends on the number of blades and size of blades 
(directly proportional). 
Voltage reading of solar panel, wind turbine and 
battery were communicated to the system operator 
using wireless module (helps in monitoring systems 
installed in remote areas). Faulty readings indicate 
error in system operation, which is rectified by the 

maintenance person (specification of solar panel and 
wind turbine are already known making it to 
differentiate between normal and faulty readings). 
This makes system monitoring easier when 
implemented in remote areas. Fig6 is an example 
faulty reading displayed on monitor screen which 
makes it easier for the maintenance engineer to detect 
the point where error exists. Here, the error is at 
battery terminal (solar and wind power are not 
combined for charging the battery). 
 

 
Fig6: Readings displayed on monitor using wireless 

communication with the help of flash magic. 
 

(Note: To obtain this reading, boosted output of wind is not 
connected to battery) 
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REAL TIME IMPLEMENTATION AND 
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 
This model when implemented directly for real time 
have some restrictions. Direct implementation of the 
model is possible only for small scale applications.  
For large scale applications, additional hardware such 
as charge controller needs to be added to avoid over-
charging of battery. For demonstration purpose, 
CC2500 RF module is used with a range of 30-50m 
which operates at 2.4GHz. In real time installation of 
system, GSM module can serve this purpose. 
Tracking mechanism used here (single axis tracking) 
gives the solar panel 1 degree freedom. For further 
increase in power generated, dual axis tracking 
mechanism can be used which provides 2 degree 
freedom.  
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